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QT steel very high cycle fatigue testing with ultrasonic
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Summary. This article describes the fatigue testing of QT steel in ultrasonic frequencies.
Different possibilities, challenges and prejudices are reviewed.
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Introduction

Dynamically loaded components are susceptible to fatigue failures. The concepts of infi-
nite fatigue life and asymptotic S-N curve have been proven false in many occasions [8].
The lack of a fatigue limit in certain materials having a face-centred-cubic (fcc) crystal
structure, such as aluminium alloys, is a known phenomenon. However, materials with
body-centred-cubic (bcc) crystal structures have been regarded to exhibit an infinite fa-
tigue life below a certain stress amplitude [11]. This is typically considered to be the case
with quenched and tempered steels (from now on QT steels) which are widely used in
components that have to resist variable loading.

The testing frequencies used in conventional fatigue testing have acted as a limiting
factor for fatigue research of materials. Testing beyond 1e7 or 1e8 cycles with sufficient
sample sizes would simply take an unreasonable amount of time. However, there is a
considerable demand for fatigue testing with the VHCF (i.e. Very High Cycle Fatigue)
regime for materials used in components that experience over 1e8 load cycles during their
lifetimes [4, 12, 7]. For example, the fatigue strength of a high strength steel can change
as much as 50-200 MPa from 1e6 cycles to 1e9 cycles [8].

A solution to the frequency problem is accelerated testing using piezoelectric excitation
in ultrasonic frequencies. Global Boiler Works Oy conducts ultrasonic fatigue experiments
with equipment developed by the Institute of Physics and Materials Science at University
of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna (Physics BOKU Vienna). This equipment
enables intermittent testing, which is essential to combat the heating of specimens vibrat-
ing with a resonance close to 20 kHz. An example of a test setup with this equipment is
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shown in figure 1. In the example, a mean load is applied to the specimen with a load
frame and an elevated temperature is used in the heating chamber.

Figure 1. An example of a test setup with applied mean load and elevated temperature

Ultrasonic fatigue testing of QT steels

QT steels are frequently used in dynamically loaded machine components. In this pa-
per, 34CrNiMo6 is used as an example. It is regarded as a low-alloy high-strength steel
in fatigue literature [9]. The material in question is used in components, for example
crankshafts, that can experience over 1e9 cycles during their service life. Thus conven-
tional fatigue testing is not efficient in assessing the fatigue properties of this material.
An example of the results from ultrasonic fatigue tests done by Global Boiler Works Oy
is presented in figure 2. It can be noted that the runout limit of 1e8 chosen for this test
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series was insufficient since there are failures beyond that number of cycles also.

Figure 2. An example of ultrasonic fatigue test results of QT-steel

When ultrasonic fatigue testing is employed, the correspondence of the results acquired
via ultrasonic testing and conventional testing must be considered. A much debated topic
is the effect of the testing frequency on the measured fatigue life. This depends on the
material that is tested, generally the influence of frequency is stronger in bcc metals than
in fcc metals [9]. In general, if the effect is noticeable, the results obtained with ultrasonic
testing frequencies show better fatigue properties. Mayer [9] has gathered, that for high
strength steels, the frequency effect is generally negligible. Also, according to Ebara [3],
the possible frequency effects are mostly observed with high testing amplitudes and not
near the amplitude levels of the supposed fatigue limit. This finding is backed up by
Mayer et al’s [6] study on near-threshold fatigue crack growth in aluminium for both 20
Hz and 20 kHz testing frequencies. They concluded that below the 10−9 m/cycle, i.e.
near the threshold value, the testing frequency did not have any effect.

Another thing to consider when comparing ultrasonic fatigue test results to those ob-
tained by conventional low frequency testing is the possible size effect. Furya [5] concluded
that, if a high strength steel specimen used for ultrasonic testing has different risk volume
than the specimen geometry used for conventional fatigue testing, the results from ultra-
sonic testing will indicate a higher fatigue strength than those from conventional testing.
A proposed cause of this is the higher possibility of significant defects in a larger testing
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volume which leads to a lower fatigue strength of the specimen with a larger stressed vol-
ume. With equal highly stressed volumes, there is good agreement between conventional
and ultrasonic fatigue test results. [5]

Regarding the expected results, Bathias et al. [2] identified three different types of
fatigue crack initiation. Their findings are based on cylindrical samples with polished
surfaces, i.e. the type of specimens generally used in ultrasonic fatigue testing. Bathias
et al. [2] state that, in the low cycle regime (1e4 cycles), crack initiations are typically
multiple and located on the surface. In a megacycle regime (1e6 cycles), crack initiation
occurs on the surface but from a single point. In the gigacycle regime (1e9 cycles), crack
initiation occurs in the internal zone. Bathias et al. [2] note that there are exceptions
to this phenomenon and it is not universal to all materials. Marines et al. [8] go further
categorizing the resulting failure populations. When VHCF results are plotted on an
S-N curve, a step may be observed as well as some significant scatter around 1e6 cycles.
According to Marines et al. [8] this is due to the competition of the surface crack initiation
and internal initiation. They were able to separate two different S-N curves from the
results, one for each crack initiation mode.

The ultrasonic fatigue testing method offers great versatility. Tests can be conducted
in elevated or cryogenic temperatures, high gas pressures, a vacuum and with different
mean loads. Fretting corrosion, torsion and three-point bending fatigue experiments are
also possible. [1]

These experiments can also be run on variable amplitudes, which makes it possible
to create arrest marks that make it possible to calculate the crack growth rate from the
fracture surface. [10]

Conclusions

According to literature sources and authors’ experience, ultrasonic fatigue testing is a
suitable method for studying the fatigue properties of QT steel. The results obtained
via ultrasonic fatigue testing should coincide well with conventional testing results if
the highly stressed volume in the testing specimens is equal. The ultrasonic method is
preferable because testing the VHCF regime with conventional methods is impractical
due to the amount of time required. For typical utilization of QT steels, the knowledge of
fatigue behavior in the VHCF regime is essential. Due to the versatility of the ultrasonic
method, it is also possible to run tests, for example, in specific environments or load
ratios.
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